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ABSTRACT This study proposes a low-complexity interpretable classification system. The proposed system
contains main modules including feature extraction, feature reduction, and classification. All of them are
linear. Thanks to the linear property, the extracted and reduced features can be inversed to original data,
like a linear transform such as Fourier transform, so that one can quantify and visualize the contribution of
individual features towards the original data. Also, the reduced features and reversibility naturally endure
the proposed system ability of data compression. This system can significantly compress data with a small
percent deviation between the compressed and the original data. At the same time, when the compressed data
is used for classification, it still achieves high testing accuracy. Furthermore, we observe that the extracted
features of the proposed system can be approximated to uncorrelated Gaussian random variables. Hence,
classical theory in estimation and detection can be applied for classification. This motivates us to propose
using a MAP (maximum a posteriori) based classification method. As a result, the extracted features and the
corresponding performance have statistical meaning and mathematically interpretable. Simulation results
show that the proposed classification system not only enjoys significant reduced training and testing time
but also high testing accuracy compared to the conventional schemes.

INDEX TERMS Classification, convolution neural network, data compression, feature extraction, feature
reduction, image recognition, linear transform, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Classification for multimedia has been studied and applied to
a variety of applications such as security, entertainment, and
forensics for years. The development of intelligent algorithms
for classification results in efficiency improvements, innova-
tions, and cost savings in several areas. However, classifica-
tion based on visual content is a challenging task because
there is usually a large amount of intra-class variability,
caused by different lighting conditions, misalignment, blur,
and occlusion. To overcome the difficulty, numerous feature
extraction modules have been studied to extract the most
significant features and the developed models can achieve
higher accuracy. Like those mentioned in [1] and [2], wise
dimension reduction methods are the keys to achieve higher
accuracy. Selecting a suitable classification module to handle
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the extracted features according to their properties is also
important. A good combination of feature extraction and
classification modules is the key to attain high accuracy in
image classification problems.

In general, classification models can be divided into two
categories: 1) convolutional neural networks (CNN) struc-
ture and 2) non-CNN based structure. The CNN structures
are in the mainstream [3]–[8], and they are usually stacked
up with several convolution layers, max-pooling layers, and
ReLU layers. Hence the depth of the structure can be deep
such as ResNet [8]. Due to the deep structure, CNN models
can extract the features well and achieve high accuracies.
However, CNN models usually share several disadvantages,
including mathematically intractable, irreversible, and time-
consuming. Most of the CNN models use handcrafted-based
feature extraction or backpropagation to train the convolution
layers which makes the models mathematically inexplicable
and time-consuming. In addition, the max pooling and ReLU
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layers are nonlinear, hence the structures become irreversible.
The above disadvantages increase the difficulty in designing
and adjusting suitable structures for various types of data
sources. Therefore, research has been conducted to design a
model which can be easily and fully interpretable mathemat-
ically like the second category introduced below.

Classification models using non-CNN based structures
are mainly built with two parts, feature extraction mod-
ules, and classification modules. To design a model which
is mathematically interpretable, several machine learning
techniques for feature extraction or classification have been
developed including various versions of principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) [9]–[19], linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) [20]–[27], local geometric structure Fisher analysis
(LGSFA) [28], spatial-spectral hypergraph discriminant anal-
ysis (SSHGDA) [29], support vector machine (SVM), near-
est neighbor (NN), etc. For the feature extraction modules,
in [9]–[19] the authors used PCA; while in [20]–[27], the
authors used LDA to extract features from images. For the
classification modules, [10], [11], [15], [19] and [23] applied
the nearest neighbor classifier. On the other hand, [9] and
[22] utilized the SVM classifier. The combinations of feature
extraction and classification modules are generally nonlinear.
Thus to inverse or recover the extracted features to original
data is difficult.

Inversing the features to original data reveals important
information for classification. For instance, if certain sig-
nificant features are extracted and they result in high clas-
sification accuracy, one would be interested in visualizing
or quantifying these features in the original multimedia if
this is feasible. The reversibility is like Fourier series. One
can inverse individual Fourier series, quantify how they con-
tribute to the original signals and understand the importance
of individual series. Due to the difficulty of data reversibility
in most existing solutions, methods to compress data effi-
ciently dedicated for classification purposes have not been
well addressed yet.

Data compression for classification purposes leads to not
only less storage but also lower computational complexity.
For instance, in a classification problem, if the extracted fea-
tures can be reduced while the reduced features can achieve
satisfactory testing accuracy and the inversed images from
the reduced features still keep important characteristics of
the original images, one may store the reduced features
instead of all features. Also, the reduced features can be
used for classification to decrease computational complexity.
Furthermore, such data compression is interpretable because
it keeps the most significant features for classifications. It
is worth mentioning that the concept ‘‘compression’’ here
is different from that in the conventional compression tech-
niques such as JPEG 2000 and HEVC intra coding. Com-
pression for classification aims to compress data as well
as achieve high classification accuracy in verification stage.
On the other hand, the conventional compression methods
attempt to maintain visual recognition when compressing
data.

The contributions of this paper are itemized below:
• New architecture: We propose a learning architecture,
which can achieve high testing accuracy with low com-
plexity, for feature extraction and classification. The fea-
ture extraction module consists of cascaded PCAs with
truncated features and the classification module is the
MAP detector. The integration of the consecutive PCAs
and MAP detector makes this new proposed scheme
enjoy several advantages and the corresponding results
interpretable.

• Compression for classification: The proposed system
is linear and invertible. Hence data compression via
the system is possible. Thanks to the linear property
of the proposed system, the extracted features can be
inversed to original data to see insight into individual
features. Thus, it is like a linear transform, such as
Fourier transform, where both forward and backward
directions are feasible. The proposed system can also
significantly reduce the extracted features while it still
maintains high classification accuracy. As a result, data
compression for classification purposes is realizable via
the proposed system. From the simulation results, the
compression ratio is up to 45.51:1 with a testing accu-
racy of 97.61% for a face recognition problem. In addi-
tion, from the reconstructed images, one can interpret
what the extracted features look like, and these important
features for achieving good classification performance
are visualizable via this inversion process.

• Good performance with low computational com-
plexity: The computational complexity of the proposed
scheme is significantly reduced due to the use of cas-
cade PCAs with dimension reduction andMAP detector.
Thus both the training and verification time of the pro-
posed system are only 1/700 and 1/100 of those using
AlexNet and Saak transform. To verify the classification
ability of the proposed system, we conduct experiments
in face recognition ‘‘who is this person?’’ We use the
dataset in [31], Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW). LFW
is widely used by face recognition models like [3]–[6]
and [10]. Experiment results show that the proposed
scheme outperforms conventional systems in terms of
both testing accuracy and computational complexity.
Moreover, the training and testing time of the proposed
system is much faster than conventional schemes. In a
standard PC platform, two datasets with 2804 and 6592
images only take 0.7 and 1.7 seconds for training respec-
tively. Also, it takes less than 0.15 msec to recognize
the class of one image. The accuracy reaches 97.61%
for a 19-person dataset and 84.91% for a 158-person
dataset. Furthermore, thanks to the linear property, the
proposed system can inverse the reduced features to the
original image and the compression ratio is significant.
In our experiments, the proposed system can reduce the
number of features from 12288 to 270, a compression
ratio up to 45.51:1; at the same time, the average devi-
ation between the original and compressed images is
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FIGURE 1. The proposed linear classification system consisting of the preprocessing, feature extraction and reduction, and classification modules.

only 9.11%, and more importantly the testing accuracy
is 97.61% for the 19-person dataset and 84.91% for the
158-person dataset.

The outline of the remaining parts is organized as follow:
In Section II, we present the linear recognition model and
corresponding algorithms. In Sections III-IV, individual mod-
ules of the proposed system are explained in details, where
Section III explains the linear feature extraction module,
and Section IV introduces the linear classification module.
In Section V, we provide experimental results to show the
advantages of the proposed system. Conclusions and future
works are given in Section VI.

II. PROPOSED RECOGNITION MODEL AND METHODS
A block diagram of the proposed recognition model is shown
in Fig. 1, which consists of preprocessing, feature extraction
and reduction, and classification modules. The preprocessing
module handles the original defects of the dataset such as
noise, contrast, and brightness of the images. The preprocess-
ing module contains operations including object detection,
image processing, and data augmentation. It is an adjustable
module designed according to the dataset. The feature extrac-
tion module extracts the significant features out from the
dataset and has multiple stages. Each of the stages is a linear
transformation. Hence the transformation is invertible, and
the images can be reconstructed from the extracted features.
This point will become more clear later. After the feature
extraction module, features are reduced for data compres-
sion purpose and avoiding overfitting. Finally, the reduced
features are passed through the classification module, where
we propose to use linear discriminant classifier because we
find that a Gaussian statistical model can be assumed after
the proposed linear transformation. Because the proposed
system is linear and based on statistics, many results can

be explained and improved mathematically. Let us explain
individual modules more detailed in the following sections.

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND REDUCTION WITH
VARIABLE CUBOID SIZE
In this section, we introduce the feature extraction and reduc-
tion module, which is linear and hence both forward direction
(data to extracted features) and inverse direction (features to
original data) are feasible. This module can be regarded as a
consecutive PCA (Principal Component Analysis) with trun-
cation in each stage. The extracted features can be assumed
to be uncorrelated Gaussian random variables. Those points
are explained in the following subsections.

A. FORWARD DIRECTION
The proposed feature extraction module is a fast linear
data-driven feedforward transformation with low space com-
plexity. Referring to the block diagram in Fig. 1, let Q(n) ∈
RI×J be the nth preprocessed image of a size of I × J ,
where n = 1, 2, · · · ,N . Hence N is the total number of
the input images. In the testing phase, the value of N can
be one; while in the training phase, it has to be more than
one to find the transform kernels. Then, we feed all of the
preprocessed images into the multi-stage proposed scheme
and let the initial global cuboid G0(n) ∈ RI

0
×J0×K0

be Q(n),
where the superscript is the stage index and I0 = I , J0 = J
and K 0

= 1. Here, I and J are the global cuboid sizes
at the vertical and horizontal directions in the spatial plane
respectively, and K is the global cuboid size at the spectral
direction.

Assume that there are P stages. At each of stage,
we reshape the global cuboid into multiple non-overlapping
local cuboids, perform principal component analysis on indi-
vidual cuboids, collect the results, and reshape them into
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another global cuboid for the next stage. According to the
size of input images, one can adjust the side lengths of the
local cuboids in the vertical and horizontal direction at each
stage. Let the side lengths of the local cuboids in stage p be
lpi × l

p
j × l

p
k , where l

p
i , l

p
j are adjustable. The values of lpi , l

p
j

and lpk satisfy

P∏
p=1

lpi = I , Ip−1/lpi ∈ N , (1)

P∏
p=1

lpj = J , Jp−1/lpj ∈ N , (2)

lpk = K p−1. (3)

When the initial input and the side lengths lpi , l
p
j are given,

the input can be processed by the multi-stage scheme. The
dataflow and the dimension conversion at Stage p are shown
in Fig. 2 and also explained in Steps 1-3 below: The stage
index p is with increasing order, i.e., p = 1, 2, · · ·P.
Step 1. Global cuboid to several local cuboids. Let the

global cuboid of the nth image at Stage p − 1 be Gp−1(n)
with size Ip−1 × Jp−1 × K p−1. The global cuboid is cut into
several local cuboidsGp−1

i,j (n) with size lpi × l
p
j × l

p
k at stage p.

With the constraints of the local cuboid side lengths, one can
perfectly cut the global cuboid into Ip × Jp non-overlapping
local cuboids below

Gp−1(n)=


Gp−1

1,1 (n) Gp−1
1,2 (n) · · · Gp−1

1,Jp (n)

Gp−1
2,1 (n) Gp−1

2,2,:(n) · · · Gp−1
2,Jp (n)

...
...

. . .
...

Gp−1
Ip,1(n) Gp−1

Ip,2(n) · · · Gp−1
Ip,Jp (n)

 , (4)

where Ip = Ip−1/lpi and Jp = Jp−1/lpj . For instance, letting
the side lengths be 4. If the image at Stage p− 1 is with size
64× 64, the size becomes 16× 16 at Stage p.
Step 2. Principal component analysis to local cuboids

and feature reduction. The principal components are used
as the transform kernels. Principal component analysis (PCA)
is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transforma-
tion to convert a set of possibly correlated observations into
linearly uncorrelated sets. When data vectors are projected
onto the principal components, the PCA coefficients have
larger variances which can help in separating data into various
classes.
First, we reshape the local cuboids Gp−1

i,j (n) to vectors
fpi,j(n) ∈ RV

p
, where V p is equal to the volume of the local

cuboid defined as

V p
= lpi × l

p
j × l

p
k , (5)

and the reshape operation is defined as

fpi,j(n) = reshape(Gp−1
i,j (n),V p, 1) ∈ RV

p
. (6)

Second, the principal components of the vectors fpi,j(n) are
calculated. The principal components are the eigenvectors of

FIGURE 2. The dataflow, reshape operations and dimensions of cuboids
between Steps p − 1 and p.

the covariance matrix of the data vectors. Let the mean for all
data vectors be f̄pi,j given by

f̄pi,j =
1
N

N∑
n=1

fpi,j(n). (7)

The covariance matrix Rp
i,j is then calculated using

Rp
i,j =

1
N

N∑
n=1

(fpi,j(n)− f̄pi,j)(f
p
i,j(n)− f̄pi,j)

T . (8)

Then we find the V p eigenvectors Ap
i,j of R

p
i,j, where each

column of Ap
i,j, denoted by [Ap

i,j]v, is the vth eigenvector
of Rp

i,j, and v = 1, 2, · · · ,V p. Also, let the corresponding
eigenvalues of Rp

i,j be epi,j. Hence [Ap
i,j]v are the principal

components of fpi,j(n). Third, the computational complex-
ity of eigenvalues and eigenvectors is O(n3), which is the
main complexity in implementation. Hence we propose to
reduce the PCA coefficients according to the PCA property
to reduce the complexity for later stages. Here, we select
the K p (K p

≤ V p) eigenvectors (principal components)
corresponding to the K p largest eigenvalues, which also have
the largest variances and are considered to have significant
discriminative ability. Since the eigenvalues are equal to the
variances that a vector projected onto its eigenvectors, this
operation preserves the principal components corresponding
to the largest variances. More specifically, one can find the
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set of indices T corresponding to the K p largest eigenvalues
defined as

T = {t | [epi,j]t are theK
p largest eigenvalues} ∈ RK

p
. (9)

Once the set T is found, the principal components can be
reduced accordingly. Then the transform kernels Bpi,j after
principal component reduction can be obtained by

Bpi,j = [Ap
i,j]T ∈ R

V p×Kp
. (10)

Forth, we project the vectors fpi,j(n) onto the transform kernels
(reduced principal components) and obtain the PCA coeffi-
cients gpi,j(n) defined as

gpi,j(n) = Bp Ti,j f
p
i,j(n) ∈ R

Kp
. (11)

Step 3. Reshape PCA coefficients and form another
global cuboid Gp(n). We then reshape all the PCA coeffi-
cients obtained in Step 2 to place the coefficient vectors in
the spectral direction using the following procedure:

gpi,j,:(n) = reshape(gpi,j(n), 1, 1,K
p). (12)

Combining all gpi,j,:(n), where i = 1, 2, · · · , Ip and j =
1, 2, · · · , Jp, global cuboid Gp(n) for next stage can be
formed given by

Gp(n) =


gp1,1,:(n) gp1,2,:(n) · · · g

p
1,Jp,:(n)

gp2,1,:(n) gp2,2,:(n) · · · g
p
2,Jp,:(n)

...
...

. . .
...

gpIp,1,:(n) g
p
Ip,2,:(n) · · · g

p
Ip,Jp,:(n)

 , (13)

whereGp(n) ∈ RI
p
×Jp×Kp

. The vertical and horizontal direc-
tion dimension conversion of global cuboids from Stage p−1
to Stage p can be written as

Ip = Ip−1/lpi , (14)

Jp = Jp−1/lpj . (15)

Stop criterion. The whole process is stopped when the
final stage, Stage P, is approached, and the global cuboids
GP(n) ∈ R1×1×K

P
is obtained.

At the final stage, one can obtain the final PCA coefficients
given by

GP(n) = gP1,1,:(n) ∈ R
1×1×KP

, (16)

where KP is normally set to a number that can avoid over-
fitting or underfitting in classification experiments so as
to achieve high accuracy. Also, since we reduce the PCA
coefficients after each stage, KP is much smaller than the
number of the original image pixels (I × J ). As a result, there
is no growth but significant reduction in space complexity
throughout the whole process. Note that the space complexity
doubles at each stage for the system in [9]. Then the global
cuboid at the final stage can be reshaped to obtain the feature
vector x(n):

x(n) = reshape(GP(n),KP, 1), (17)

FIGURE 3. The dimension conversion of the global cuboid through stages.
Sp and inv(Sp) are the forward and inverse of the proposed scheme
between stage p and (p − 1), respectively.

where x(n) is called the feature vector, which is obtained
from the PCA coefficients at the final stage, and is used to
determine the class of the input images later in classification
component.

B. GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION OF FEATURES
We find that the statistics of individual features can be
approximated by Gaussian distribution. The histograms of
some randomly picked samples are shown in Fig. 4, in which
Gaussian approximation well matches the histograms.

In addition to this dataset, we have also verified various
datasets and observed similar Gaussian approximation results
of the proposed system.

We find that the extracted features in the proposed sys-
tem can be approximated to uncorrelated Gaussian random
variables. It is worth pointing out that the Gaussian approxi-
mation result was also observed in [9]. The Gaussian approx-
imation result endues the proposed system and the extracted
features statistical meaning. Hence classical estimation and
detection theory can be applied to the proposed system for
classifying the data [30]. This motivates us to use the concept
of maximum a posteriori (MAP) to detect the class of input
images. Therefore for every input image, there is a probability
that this image belongs to each class. The detected class is the
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FIGURE 4. Gaussian approximation of the extracted features in the proposed system. (a) Feature No. 12, (b) Feature No. 55,
(c) Feature No. 72, (d) Feature No. 90 from inputs which belong to class 5.

one that has the maximum probability. Since every class has
a probability for the input data, one can also determine top
candidate classes for the data and develop more sophisticated
algorithms to refine the classification results.

C. INVERSE DIRECTION
Since the proposed scheme is a linear transformation, both
forward and inverse transformations can be conducted. The
inverse transformation is to reconstruct the feature vector
x(n) at the final stage to the preprocessed image Q(n). We
elaborate on the inverse transformation in the following steps:
Now the stage index p is with decreasing order, i.e., p =
P,P− 1, · · · , 1.
Step 1. Reshape the PCA coefficients back to vectors

gpi,j(n). This is a simple inverse procedure of (12) given by

gpi,j(n) = reshape(gpi,j,:(n),K
p, 1). (18)

Step 2. Project the the vectors onto the inverse trans-
form kernel. Referring to (11), the inverse kernel of Bp Ti,j is
simply its pseudo-inverse matrix. Hence the backward result
of this step can be easily obtained by

fpi,j(n) = (Bp Ti,j )
pinvgpi,j(n), (19)

where (Bpi,j
T )pinv is the pseudo-inverse matrix of Bpi,j

T .
Step 3. Reshape fpi,j(n) back to the local cuboids. Refer-

ring to (6), this step is given by

Gp−1
i,j (n) = reshape(fpi,j(n), l

p
i , l

p
j , l

p
k ). (20)

Step 4. Form global cuboid and take PCA coefficients.
The method to collect the local cuboids to form global cuboid
is the inverse of (4), and the method for taking the PCA
coefficients for the previous stage is the inverse of (13).

Conduct Steps 1-4 for all P stages, the initial global cuboid
Ĝ0(n) can be reconstructed. Due to the energy loss from the
eliminated features, image processing is needed for reducing
the reconstruction loss. First, we compensate the energy loss
using a brightness gap h(n) defined as

h(n) =
1
I · J

I∑
i=1

J∑
j=1

([Q(n)]i,j − [Ĝ0(n)]i,j). (21)

Second, we apply histogram equalization to enhance the con-
trast and fix the range span as well. The histogram equal-
ization was widely used, see e.g., [32] and [33]. Histogram
equalization helps the pixel value to be evenly distributed
within the range and thus enhances the contrast of images.
Here, we adopt the classic histogram equalization method,
which uniformly distributes the pixel value in accordance
with the CDF of the pixel value. In our case, like most
image recognition cases, the pixel values are floating numbers
within 0 and 1, [Ĝ0(n) + h(n)] ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, we can
formulate the process as,

Q̂(n) = 1 · cdf(Ĝ0(n)+ h(n)), (22)

where Q̂(n) is the recovered image with a slight loss that we
finally obtained.

In Fig. 5, we provide an example using an image from the
testing dataset that will be introduced in Sec. V later. The
original features of the image in the red layer is 4096, and
we recover the image using only 90 features. In row (a), the
red layer of the original image and its histogram are shown.
In row (b), we show the recovered image without any image
processing Ĝ0(n) and we can see the image is darker than
the original one and the contrast is poor, though one can
still recognize the image. In row (c), the brightness has been
compensated by adding h(n) defined in (21). Hence the mean
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FIGURE 5. (a): Original image and its histogram. (b): Recovered image
without any image processing. (c): Recovered image after adding
brightness. (d): Recovered image after adding brightness and histogram
equalization.

of the histogram shifts. In row (d), we show the recovered
image Q̂(n) using (22). One can see that no matter from the
image or its histogram, they are the closest to those in row
(a). Thus the image processing in (21) and (22) really helps
when recovering images from reduced few features.

When KP < (I × J ), reconstructing images from the
reduced features can be regarded as a lossy data decompres-
sion. Such data compression and decompression are mean-
ingful for data classification. More specifically, if only KP

most significant features are needed to achieve a target clas-
sification performance, one can simply store the data set with
KP features instead of (I×J ) features because both have com-
parable classification performance. Namely, we only store the
topKP significant features x(n) ∈ RK

P
, instead of the original

data Q(n) ∈ RI×J . Such a concept may be used to reduce
the data size and computational complexity in classification
algorithms. The compression ratio r with feature reduction
can then be written as

r =
I × J
KP . (23)

The examples in Fig. 5 (a) and (d) thus have a compression
ratio of 4096 : 90 = 45.51 : 1.

IV. LINEAR DISCRIMINANT CLASSIFIER
After the feature extraction, the features can be fed into
the classifier, which is introduced here. As discussed
in Sec. III-B, the features can be approximated to be

uncorrelated Gaussian random variables. Hence classical the-
ory in estimation and detection can be used and the resulting
performances have theoretical explanations. Now we have
the reduced feature vector x(n) and would like to deter-
mine which class it belongs to. To solve such a problem,
classical maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator provides a
good reference. In the area of machine learning and pattern
recognition, this concept is usually called linear discriminant
analysis (LDA), which finds a linear combination of features
that can separate two or more classes. Here we combine the
two concepts, LDA and MAP estimator to design the linear
discriminant classifier introduced as follows:

First, let y(n) be the output of the classifier, which is the
class that x(n) belongs to, and Cm be Class m. The MAP
estimator is given by

y(n) = arg max
m=1···M

P(Cm|x(n)), (24)

where M is the number of classes. The posterior probability
is defined as

P(Cm|x(n)) =
P(x(n)|Cm)P(Cm)

P(x(n))
, (25)

where P(x(n)) is written as

P(x(n)) =
M∑
m=1

P(x(n)|Cm)P(Cm). (26)

Since P(x(n)) is a constant for all classes, one can ignore
the denominator in (25). As for the numerator in (25), since
we consider the input features are multivariate Gaussian dis-
tributed, the priori probability can be written as

P(Cm) =
nm
N
, (27)

where nm is the number of training images which are with
class m, and N =

∑M
m=1 nm is the number of all training

images. The mean of xm(n) is defined as

µm =
1
nm

nm∑
n=1

xm(n), (28)

and the covariance matrix 6m is defined as

6m =
1
nm

nm∑
n=1

(xm(n)− µm)
T (xm(n)− µm), (29)

where xm(n), n = 1, 2, · · · , nm, are the feature vectors belong
to class m.

In the linear discriminant classifier, we need a common
covariance matrix so as to keep the likelihood function linear.
In this work, we propose to use the pooled covariance matrix
6 as the common matrix. The pooled covariance matrix is
defined as

6 =

M∑
m=1

nm
N
6m. (30)
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The likelihood function P(x(n)|Cm) for multivariate Gaussian
random variables is then given by

P(x(n)|Cm)

=
1√

(2π)KP
|6|

exp
(
−
1
2
(x(n)−µm)

T6−1(x(n)−µm)
)
,

(31)

where recall that KP is the number of reduced features.
To simplify the calculation, referring to (25), we take the

natural logarithm, and ignore the denominator of the posterior
probability function P(Cm|x(n)), i.e.,

y(n) = arg max
m=1···M

lnP(x(n)|Cm)P(Cm), (32)

The term lnP(x(n)|Cm)P(Cm) can be rewritten as

lnP(x(n)|Cm)P(Cm)

= ln(
1√

(2π )KP
|6|

)

−
1
2
(x(n)T6−1x(n)− 2µTm6

−1x(n)+ µTm6
−1µm)

+ ln(
nm
N

). (33)

From (30), since the covariance is common, ln( 1√
(2π )KP |6|

)

and − 1
2x(n)

T6−1x(n) can be ignored. Then the remaining
term can be written in a linear form consisting of a weight
wm and a bias term bm for an individual class given by

µTm6
−1x(n)−

1
2
µTm6

−1µm+ln(
nm
N

)=wmx(n)+bm, (34)

where the term wm = µTm6
−1 is the weight and the term

bm = − 1
2µ

T
m6
−1µm+ln(

nm
N ) is the bias. Finally, the classifier

can be written in a linear equation form as follows:

y(n) = arg max
m=1···M

wmx(n)+ bm . (35)

We summarize the proposed scheme for training and test-
ing including the linear transformation of feature extraction,
feature reduction and linear discriminant classifier in respec-
tively in Algorithms 1 and 2.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the experiment results are provided to show
the performance of the proposed classification system.

A. DATASET AND HARDWARE
Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) is a well known academic
test set for face verification [3]. There are two datasets used in
the experiments. For the first data set, 158 classes are selected
from the whole dataset which has more than 6 images for
training and 2 images to testing per class. For the second
data set, 19 classes are selected out of the 158 classes in the
first data set, which has more than 30 images for training
and 10 images for testing. Table 1 details the size of the
two datasets both for training and testing. Moreover, the data

Algorithm 1 Training Process

Require: N preprocessed training images Q(n) ∈ RI×J .
Local cuboid spatial sizes lpi × l

p
j , and global cuboid size

at spectral direction K p at stage p for p = 1, 2, · · · ,P.
Ensure: Transform kernels Bpi,j. Weight wm and bias bm.

Remaining indices T .
1: Initialization: G0(n) = Q(n). Let global cuboid size be
I0 × J0 × K 0, where I0 = I , J0 = J and K 0

= 1.
- - - - - - - - - - - Feature Extraction - - - - - - - - - - -

2: for p = 1 : P do
3: Form local cuboids Gp−1

i,j (n) using (4) and reshape
them to vectors fpi,j(n) using (6).

4: Ip = Ip−1/lpi and Jp = Jp−1/lpj
5: for i = 1 : Ip do
6: for j = 1 : Jp do
7: Find K p transform kernels (reduced PCs) Bpi,j

using eigenvector-based method in (9) and (10).
8: Project fpi,j(n) onto B

p
i,j to obtain PCA coefficients

gpi,j(n) using (11).
9: Reshape gpi,j(n) to g

p
i,j,:(n) to form global cuboid

Gp(n) using (13).
10: end for
11: end for
12: end for
13: Obtain final PCA coefficients gPi,j,:(n) at the final stage

and reshape them to feature vector x(n).
14: For colored images, repeat 1-15 for each primary color

layer, and cascade all features to a vector x(n).
- - - - - - - Linear Discriminant Classifier - - - - - - -

15: Feed x(n) and labels into the Linear Discriminant Classi-
fier, and obtain weight wm and bias bm.

TABLE 1. Dataset details.

sets for training and testing are completely separated. Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-8700CPU and 16GB RAM is used to conduct
the experiments.

B. IMAGE PREPROCESS
Firstly, the face is detected and the background of the image
is blacked via an open-source python file [34]. Then all the
images are resized to 64 × 64. An overview of the images
after the face detection operation and resizing is shown in
Fig. 6. Secondly, the training images are augmented. The
reason is that in the first dataset, there are some classes that
have only 6 images for training, which is insufficient to train a
good model. Also, some faces do not face the same directions
as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, we augment the training images
by flipping the images horizontally and make the number of
images doubles. Thirdly, we separate the three primary colors
of images into R, G, B 3 layers and then equalize the 3 layers
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Algorithm 2 Testing Process

Require: TheN preprocessed testing image(s)Q(n) ∈ RI×I .
Local cuboid spatial sizes lpi × l

p
j same as Algo. 1. Trans-

form kernels Bpi,j. Weight wm and bias bm. Remaining
indices T .

Ensure: The classification accuracy.
1: Initialization: G0(n) = Q(n). Let global cuboid size be
I0 × J0 × K 0, where I0 = I , J0 = J and K 0

= 1.
- - - - - - - - - - - Feature Extraction - - - - - - - - - - -

2: for p = 1 : P do
3: Repeat Steps 3-4 in Algo. 1.
4: for i = 1 : Ip do
5: for j = 1 : Jp do
6: Read transform kernels Bpi,j.
7: Repeat Steps 8-9 in Algo. 1.
8: end for
9: end for

10: end for
11: Repeat Step 13-14 in Algo. 1.

- - - - - - - Linear Discriminant Classifier - - - - - - -
12: Use the classifier in (35) to estimate which class the nth

image belongs to.
13: Use label(s) to check the classification accuracy.

FIGURE 6. An overview of images after face detection and resizing.

of histogram individually. This step enhances the contrast of
images and enable the separation of the three primary color
layers.

After preprocessing, the training data are passed through
the proposed system, and Algorithm 1 is used to process the
data.
Experiment 1 (Testing Accuracy as Functions of Various

Numbers of Features):As discussed in Sec. III-C, the number
of features id reduced from (I×J ) toKP to avoid overfitting in
training classifier, where I × J = 4096 for one primary color
layer in the experiments. For designing a face recognition
model, the main goal is to achieve high testing accuracy, and
thus KP is decided mainly according to the testing accuracy.
Let the local cuboid sizes be set as (l1i , l

1
j , l

1
k ) = (8, 8, 1),

(l2i , l
2
j , l

2
k ) = (4, 4, 16), (l3i , l

3
j , l

3
k ) = (2, 2, 64), which

is a 3-stage scheme. Table 2 shows the testing accuracy
corresponding to 8 different numbers of features. Several

TABLE 2. Testing accuracy as functions of various numbers of features.

observations are summarized: First, more features do not nec-
essarily lead to better testing accuracy. This is because more
features may result in overfitting problem and hence feature
reduction is needed. Second, for both datasets, the best testing
accuracy occurs when KP

= 90 for one primary color layer
and a total of 270 features for three layers. Consequently, the
compression ratio is 1 : 45.5, which is a significant reduction
of data size.
Experiment 2 (Testing Accuracy and Computations as

Functions of Various Local Cuboid Sizes): In this experiment,
three sets of variable local cuboid sizes are used to figure out
efficient local cuboid sizes. Efficiency considers the compu-
tational speed and testing accuracy. The computational speed
depends on the dimension of the dataset. Therefore, we target
to reduce the dimension while maintaining good testing accu-
racy. Thus, a good local cuboid size should be determined for
achieving high testing accuracy with low computations. We
consider the following three settings of local cuboid sizes:
Setting 1: There is one stage with (l1i , l

1
j , l

1
k ) = (64, 64, 1).

Setting 2: There are 2 stages with (l1i , l
1
j , l

1
k ) = (4, 4, 1),

(l2i , l
2
j , l

2
k ) = (16, 16, 1). Setting 3: There are 3 stages with

(l1i , l
1
j , l

1
k ) = (8, 8, 1), (l2i , l

2
j , l

2
k ) = (4, 4, 16), (l3i , l

3
j , l

3
k ) =

(2, 2, 64). Setting 4: There are 6 stages with (l1i , l
1
j , l

1
k ) =

(2, 2, 1), (l2i , l
2
j , l

2
k ) = (2, 2, 1), (l3i , l

3
j , l

3
k ) = (2, 2, 1),

(l4i , l
4
j , l

4
k ) = (2, 2, 2), (l5i , l

5
j , l

5
k ) = (2, 2, 8), (l6i , l

6
j , l

6
k ) =

(2, 2, 32). Here, recall that lpk = K p−1 and can be set for
individual stages. Also we let KP

= 90, the same setting
as that in Experiment 1. Thus we can obtain 270 features
totally from three primary color layers. The cuboid sizes of
individual Settings are listed in Table 3. The results are shown
in Table 4. Observed from the table that Settings 3 achieves
the best accuracy for both datasets. Also, Setting 3 has a
lower computational complexity than that in Settings 1 and
4. Hence, Setting 3 is a good setting for the experiments.
Some interesting results are also addressed here. First, Set-
ting 1 has the largest computational complexity since this
setting only has one stage and the data is not segmented
into local cuboids. Consequently the computations for eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues dominate the complexity. Moreover,
although Setting 2 can achieve low computational time, its
testing accuracy is far worse than other settings, because the
PCA coefficients are seriously eliminated after the first stage,
and much information is lost due to this. Hence, the cuboid
sizes should be properly determined, like what we have done
for Setting 3.
Experiment 3 (Performance With Multiple Candidates):

Following Experiments 1 and 2, we show all the images
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TABLE 3. The cuboid sizes of individual settings.

TABLE 4. Testing accuracy and computations as functions of various local cuboid sizes.

FIGURE 7. All the 11 incorrectly recognized images from the 19-classes
dataset. There are some problematic images boxed in red and blue
rectangles. If they are eliminated, the accuracy can reach 98.5%.

that are incorrectly recognized from the 19-classes testing
dataset in Fig. 7. We see that there are some problematic
images which are marked with red and blue rectangles. In the
images with red rectangles, the faces are covered by hands;
while in the image with a blue rectangle, the error actually
came from image preprocessing (face detection operation).
When we eliminate those problematic images or select a
better face detection operation, the testing accuracy can be
improved from 97.6% to 98.5%. Similarly, in Fig. 8, we dis-
played the incorrectly recognized problematic images from
the 158-classes testing dataset. Some of them are seriously
affected by sunglasses, hands, and even other’s shoulder.
When we exclude these errors, the accuracy improves from
84.9% to 86.5%.

Additionally, because the proposed scheme classifies the
images using aMAP-like estimator, for each image the classi-
fier outputs the individual probabilities for individual classes
that this image belongs to. Hence it is possible to determine
several candidates with the highest probabilities that one
image belongs to. Refined and improved algorithms can be
developed to determine the best decision from the candidates
with the highest probabilities. It is worth mentioning that
some classifiers cut space into regions and do not have the
cluster center in advance, such as SVM. Such schemes need
to pay more effort if more candidates are to be selected. Here
we show the testing accuracy of top-3 and top-5 candidates.
The accuracy for 158-class dataset reaches 91.32%when hav-
ing top-3 guesses, and 93.39% when having top-5 guesses.
Moreover, the accuracy for 19-class dataset reaches 99.35%
when having top-3 guesses, and 99.57% when having top-5
guesses. The CDFs of top guesses are shown in Fig. 9.

FIGURE 8. All the incorrectly recognized problematic images from the
158-classes dataset. If these unavoidable errors are eliminated, the
accuracy can reach 86.3%.

FIGURE 9. The CDF of top-X guesses for both testing datasets. The
accuracies of both datasets reach above 90% when having top-3 guesses,
99.35% for the 19-class dataset and 91.32% for the 158-class dataset.

Experiment 4 (Image Reconstruction Using Various Num-
bers of Features): In this experiment, we reconstruct images
from various numbers of features. The reasons are two folded.
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TABLE 5. Compression ratios.

The first one is to see how many features are sufficient
to reconstruct the original images from a point of view of
data compression. The second reason is to see what fea-
tures and why they are eliminated in the original images. In
Experiments 1 and 2, we see using full features may lead
to overfitting problem. By reversing the images from the
reduced features, the corresponding results can also be used
to explain what may lead to overfitting problem and what are
the important features of the original images that can be used
to mostly distinguish images from different classes. Here,
we recover images from 12288 (full features), 9000, 6000,
3000, 270 features which respectively have 4096, 3000, 2000,
1000, 90 features for recovering one primary color layer. To
compare the recovery result, we use the percent deviation
(mean square error) to calculate the loss defined as

l=

√∑I0
i=1

∑J0
j=1

∑K0

k=1

(
[Q̂(n)]i,j,k − [Q(n)]i,j,k

)2
I0 × J0 × K 0 . (36)

Table 5 shows the corresponding percent deviations and com-
pression ratio. It is observed that using more features does not
necessarily lead to a small percent deviation due to overfitting
issue. In addition, reconstructing images from 270 features
has a very high compression ratio and a satisfactory low
percent deviation. Note that the deviation for 12288 is very
small but nonzero due to the accumulated computational error
of multiple stages in the platform.

Let us see how the recovered images look like. Fig. 10,
shows some reconstructed sample images. Row (a) are the
samples recovered from full 12288 features and the average
percent deviation is 1.7226e-04%, which proves that we can
recover the image losslessly from full features. Row (b) are
the samples recovered from 9000 features and the average
percent deviation is 5.48%. Rows (c) and (d) are the sam-
ples recovered from 6000 and 3000 features and the aver-
age percent deviations are 12.41% and 15.51% respectively.
Observing that as the reduced features increase in this level,
the deviations grow higher. Also in rows (c) and row (d),
the reconstructed images contain certain insignificant details
which look like noises. As a result, the reconstruction quality
and the testing accuracy are poor due to overfitting as we can
see in the previous example in Table 2. When the number of
features reduces to 270, however, in row (e), we see that the
insignificant details disappear and the effect just like passing
the images through a smoothing process. Consequently, the
deviation is only 9.11% which is even lower than row (c) and
row (d). This result also reflects that 270 features are suitable

FIGURE 10. Some image recovery samples. (a) are the samples of
recovery images recovered from 12288 features, the percent deviation is
1.7226e − 04%. (b) to (e) are recovered from reduced features, and the
numbers of features are 9000, 6000, 3000, 270, the percent deviations are
5.48%,12.41%,15.51%,9.11%.

for training the classifier since they grasp most of the signif-
icant information of an image and avoid overfitting occurred
as using 6000 and 3000 features.

Moreover, from the top and bottom samples of the first
column in Fig. 10, the glasses disappear in the reconstructed
image from the reduced 270 features. This implies that the
proposed scheme can remove redundancy that is irrelevant or
unimportant to classification. To see this point more clearly,
Fig. 11 shows more reconstructed images from the 270 fea-
tures. Observed from the figure that glasses and fingers dis-
appear. That is, significant features extracted by the proposed
scheme would be the information about face structures, not
those disturbing objects like glasses and fingers. Therefore,
when we reconstruct the images from a suitable amount of
features, the disturbing items should disappear. From a view-
point of data compression, the compressed data is dedicated
to achieving better classification performance. This effect
may be treated as ‘‘feature filtering’’ of the proposed system
in classification.
Experiment 5 (Comparisons Between Conventional and

Proposed Schemes): In this experiment, we compare the pro-
posed system with the AlexNet and the Saak transform in [9].
The same preprocessed training and testing images are used.
We apply the AlexNet provided by Matlab. The CNN model
is trained using exactly the same layers as those in AlexNet.
Moreover, considering the hardware, we allow that the CNN
provided by Matlab uses GPU to speed up, and the proposed
scheme only uses CPU. The GPU that CNN uses is NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1050 Ti. For the Saak transform, 600 features
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TABLE 6. Alexnet vs. Saak transform vs. Proposed recognition model.

FIGURE 11. The image recovery method eliminates disturbing objects.
The top image originally has fingers in front of the man’s chin and
disappears after recovered. The middle and the bottom images both have
glasses at first but disappear after recovered.

are used, which can achieve its best accuracy. The result is
shown in Table 6. We see that the proposed model achieves a
better accuracywhile the whole computational time including
training and testing is only around one seven hundredths of
that with CNN.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a linear classification system that can
inverse the extracted and reduced features to original data,
and achieve data compression for classification purposes as
well. Experimental results show that the proposed system
outperforms the conventional classification schemes in terms
of not only computational complexity but also testing accu-
racy. From the viewpoint of data compression, the proposed
system compresses the data in a way beneficial for classi-
fication purposes. That is, when the images are recovered
from the reduced features via the proposed system, several
unimportant feature redundancies for classifications such as
glasses and covered hand on the faces are naturally filtered
out.We call this effect feature filtering.When the compressed
data is used for classification, the testing accuracy is high
while the recovered images can still achieve a small percent
deviation as well. The nice properties including linearity,
reversibility, achieving data compression and feature filtering
have made the proposed system worth further investigation.
The solutions to develop sophisticated algorithms to refine
the detection results among top guesses, and to efficiently
utilize the advantages of data compression for classification

are still open. Moreover, based on the experimental results,
there are some limitations of the proposed system. First, the
current image size is 64×64, algorithms for larger dimension
images can be developed and tested. Furthermore, this is a
linear classification system. Experimental results have shown
that this scheme achieves remarkable classification accuracy
and low complexity in face recognition. However, for data
sets that are highly nonlinear, the performance may degrade.
Hence, developing schemes that achieve good performance
for nonlinear data sets while they can still keep the nice
properties including invertibility, low complexity, and high
compression ratio for classification will be visited in the
future work.
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